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Paul Newman once compared the whole 
idea of nuclear war to all of us sitting up 
to our necks in a large vat of gasoline 
where we must answer the question: if 
one of us threatens the other with a lit 
match to win a war, what happens to all of us when that match is dropped? Today’s urgency to 
keep such weapons out of the hands of the insane begins to worry all of us, given the 
psychological nature of today’s world leaders.


The film Red Joan directed by Trevor Nunn, a TV episodic director (King Lear), is based on the 
novel by the same name by Jennie Rooney who based her character Red Joan on the real-life 
character Melita Norwood, who stated clearly her motivation for spying was not about military 
power: "I did what I did, not to make money, but to help prevent the defeat of a new system 
which had, at great cost, given ordinary people food and fares which they could afford, a good 
education and a health service.”


Melitta was the daughter of Labor Party leaders, who soon joined the Communist Party in an 
effort to improve conditions of the working class and ended up getting involved with a British/
Russian spy ring trading nuclear secrets. 


In the film version, the young Red Joan played by Sophie Cookson (The Hunstman) is hired as 
one of the smartest brains in nuclear physics, to partake in creating the bomb, and as she is 
shoved off to do menial desk work, all the important documents fall into her hands. When 
seduced by a Russian spy Leo Galich (Tom Hughs), she joins the efforts of her lover, until she 
discovers that she is just being used. Then she falls in love with one of the scientists, Max 
Davis (Stephen Campbell Moore) a married man who falls helplessly in love with her, 
surrendering not only his wife but all his nuclear secrets. As Red Joan confesses to him in a 
scene in an English prison, she was motivated to prevent all-out nuclear war by secretively 
giving everyone that equal power. If there is to be an evil force in the world, we must all be 
responsible for it in order to avoid total human annihilation. 


As the elder Joan Stanley (Judi Dench) is dragged from hiding in her aging comfort zone, we 
see the younger version being torn apart by love affairs with a spy on one side, Leo, and the 
nuclear physicist Max on the other. When the elder Red Joan must finally announce to the 
world her motivation for her crimes, she and her son answer to a pack of reporters that the 
responsibility for all-out nuclear war is everyone’s, questioning not just the external power 
struggle over weaponry, but an internal struggle over love of our country, our humanity and the 
risk we all take by losing it to a nuclear war.
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